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ABSTRACT
The first billion years of the history of the Universe, commonly referred
to as the Cosmic Dark Ages and the Epoch of Reionization, constitute
a crucial missing link in our understanding of the evolution of the in-
tergalactic medium and the formation and evolution of galaxies. As
gravity gradually amplified the small density contrasts in this dark-
matter-dominated universe, structure arose hierarchically, with small
objects condensing out first, then merging with each other to make
ever larger objects in a clustered pattern in space known as the Cos-
mic Web. Less than a hundred million years after the Big Bang, the
stars forming in the first dwarf galaxies began to release ionizing radia-
tion, which leaked out of these galaxies and caused ionization fronts to
sweep outward through the surrounding primordial atomic gas, grad-
ually transforming the cold, neutral intergalactic medium into a hot,
ionized one. This epoch of reionization ended before the universe was
a billion years old, at a time from which the light now reaching us has
its wavelength redshifted by about a factor of 7. Due to the complex
nature of this global process it is best studied through large-scale nu-
merical simulations. A number of large observational efforts trying to
detect this process directly are currently under way, and their success
depends critically upon correctly modelling its observable signatures.
Such simulations present considerable challenges, however, related
to the large dynamic range required and the necessity to perform fast
and accurate radiative transfer calculations. The hierarchical nature of
cosmological structure formation in the Cold Dark Matter paradigm
means that, at these early times, the dominant contributors of ioniz-
ing radiation were dwarf galaxies of around one billion Solar masses.
These tiny galaxies must be resolved in very large cosmological vol-
umes in order to derive their clustering properties and the correspond-
ing observational signatures correctly, which makes this one of the
most challenging problems of numerical cosmology.
We have recently performed the largest and most detailed sim-
ulations of the formation of early cosmological large-scale structures
and their radiative feedback leading to cosmic reionization. This was
achieved by running extremely large, 17283- to 30723-particle (5.2 to
29 billion) N-body simulations of the formation of the Cosmic Web,
with enough particles and sufficient force resolution to resolve all the
galactic halos with total masses larger than 100 million Solar masses in
computational volumes of (64/hMpc)3 to (114/hMpc)3, respectively.
These results were then post-processed by propagating the ionizing ra-
diation from all (up to millions of) sources by using fast and accurate
ray-tracing radiative transfer method. For these simulations, we uti-
lized a P3MN-body code called CubeP3Mand a radiative transfer code
called C2-Ray, both developed by us. Both codes are parallelized using
a combination of MPI and OpenMP and to this date have been run effi-
ciently on up to 2048 cores (CubeP3M) and up to 10000 cores (C2-Ray)
on the newly-deployed Sun Constellation Linux Cluster (Ranger) at the
Texas Advanced Computing Center.
In this paper we briefly present our codes, methods and paralleliza-
tion strategies, discuss our recent simulations and results and outline
our future plans.
1 INTRODUCTION
Reionization is generally believed to be the outcome of the release of
ionizing radiation by galaxies undergoing star formation (see for exam-
ple (1; 2) for recent reviews). Current theory suggests that the galaxies
responsible for most of this radiation are dwarf galaxies more massive
than about 108M⊙. In the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) universe nonlin-
ear structures form from initially small-amplitude, Gaussian-random-
noise density fluctuations, by a continuous hierarchical sequence of
mergers and infall with the smallest galaxies forming first and merg-
ing to yield larger ones, forming the Cosmic Web of structures (Fig. 1).
While dark matter dominates the gravitational forces which cause this
structure formation, ordinary atomic matter must join the dark mat-
ter in making galaxies for star formation to be possible. Once the
atomic gas in the intergalactic medium (IGM) in some region is heated
by reionization, however, gas pressure opposes gravitational collapse,
and, thereafter, the smallest galaxies form without atomic matter and
cannot make stars. The minimummass of star forming galaxies in such
regions is about one billion solar masses.
Due to the complex nature of the reionization process it is best stud-
ied through large-scale numerical simulations (6; 23; 10; 22). Such sim-
ulations present considerable challenges related to the large dynamic
range required and the necessity to perform fast and accurate radiative
transfer calculations. The tiny galaxieswhich are the dominant contrib-
utors of ionizing radiation must be resolved in very large cosmological
volumes, large enough to contain billions of timesmore total mass than
one dwarf galaxy and up to tens of millions of such galaxies, in order
to correctly derive their numbers and clustering properties. The cor-
rect number densities and clustering of these ionizing sources impact
strongly the corresponding observational signatures. The ionization
fronts expanding from all these millions of galaxies into the surround-
ing neutral IGM should then be tracked with a 3D radiative transfer
method and the full non-equilibrium chemistry should solved in order
to derive the resulting ionization state of the IGM. The combination of
all these requirements makes this problem a formidable computational
task.
We have recently performed the largest and most detailed sim-
ulations of the formation of early cosmological large-scale structures
and their radiative feedback leading to cosmic reionization. This was
achieved by running extremely large, 17283- to 30723-particle (5.2 to
29 billion) N-body simulations of the formation of the Cosmic Web,
with enough particles and sufficient force resolution to resolve all the
galactic halos with total masses larger than 100 million Solar masses in
computational volumes of (64/hMpc)3 to (114/hMpc)3, respectively.
These results were then post-processed by propagating the ionizing ra-
diation from all (up to millions of) sources by using fast and accurate
ray-tracing radiative transfer method. For these simulations, we uti-
Figure 1: (left) Slice of the Cosmic Web of Dark Matter at redshift z = 6 from our CubeP3M Code simulation with 30723 particles (29 billion) on a 61443 fine grid in
a comoving volume of 163 Mpc on a side. (right) zoom-in of 10 Mpc × 10 Mpc subregion. Slices are 20 Mpc thick.
lized a P3MN-body code called CubeP3Mand a radiative transfer code
called C2-Ray, both developed by us.
Our original simulations of the same process (6) resolved the
formation of all galaxies more massive than about one billion solar
masses, those which are expected to form stars even after reionization
has heated their environment. With this new generation of simulations
we explore the role of less massive dwarf galaxies. These are important
sources of ionizing radiation if they form before their neighborhood is
reionized but are prevented from being sources if they form after it
is reionized. Our preliminary results show that the inclusion of these
sources and of their suppression changes the outcome of reionization
substantially.
2 CUBEP3M CODE
CubeP3M is a massively-parallel P3M (particle-particle-particle-mesh)
(4) cosmological N-body code written in Fortran 90. It is a successor
of the code PMFAST (16) and shares many of its basic characteristics,
particularly regarding the treatment of long-range (PM) gravitational
forces. Herewe briefly describe the code, focusing on the new elements
which distinguish it from its predecessor and have not been previously
discussed. The main new features are:
• Massive parallelization and scalability to thousands of nodes, us-
ing (cubical) domain decomposition.
• Inclusion of short-range direct particle-particle (PP) forces.
The code uses the FFTW 2.1.5 library and MPI-1, as well as (optional)
OpenMP threading within each node in order to optimize the memory
usage by reducing the amount of buffers necessary for the domain de-
composition. CubeP3M contains two mesh levels, a coarse and a fine
mesh. The mesh sizes per dimension are 2x the number of particles
(fine mesh) and half the number of particles (coarse mesh). The super-
position of the forces produced by each of these mesh levels, as well as
the local particle-particle force, produces the total force on a particle in
a given iteration of the code.
The computational domain is decomposed into equal-size cubi-
cal sub-regions, which are distributed across the nodes, with a 24-cell
shared buffer zone around each domain. As a consequence of this de-
composition CubeP3M must be run on an integer-cubed number of
MPI nodes. Each cuboid corresponds to the local section of the mesh,
which is calculated in parallel by all nodes during each timestep. Since
the coarse mesh is 4 times coarser per dimension than the fine mesh
(which can be considered as the equivalent 1-level particle-mesh reso-
lution), the total parallel workload is 64x less than the fine mesh simu-
lation volume and does not suffer the performance bottleneck of hav-
ing to calculate massive distributed FFTs. Each nodal cuboid is then
decomposed into a number of fine mesh cuboid tiles for calculating the
fine mesh forces. This is done to provide distinct work units for each
of the threads on a node to process in parallel throughmulti-threading,
as well as to decrease the amount of memory used to store the arrays
associated with the fine mesh gravitational calculation.
We note that our approach of splitting the computational volume
into equal-size sub-domains, can in principle result in a work imbal-
ance between nodes and thus diminished efficiency. However, for cos-
mological simulations of a sufficiently large volume of the Universe
this does not pose significant problems, as in practice the variations of
particle numbers between the (relatively large) sub-volumes are fairly
small. The same would not be true for e.g. detailed simulations of a
single dark matter halo. We have thus geared the code to the problem
at hand, rather than trying to be universal.
Initial conditions are generated by a separate code using the stan-
dard Zel’dovich approximation and primordial power spectrum trans-
fer function given by either the CMBFAST or CAMB Bolzmann code
(both publicly available). The main code is then started, with the fol-
lowing algorithmic steps:
• Calculate the timestep for the current iteration, constraining it
based on expansion (using the Friedmann equation) and the
maximum acceleration components from the previous timestep.
• Update the particle positions using the leapfrog method in half-
timestep increments. We actually merge the update from the sec-
ond half of the previous stepwith the first half of the current step,
as the velocities of the particles do not change
• Construct a linked list for particles within the local volume based
on their location within the coarse mesh. This dramatically
speeds up the particle searches which are used in the following
steps.
• Pass particles amongst nodes. Particles that move outside of the
local physical volume are passed to adjacent nodes, as well as
copies of local particles that are required to construct buffer den-
sities. Each dimension is treated independently and done syn-
chronously, reducing the number of communication messages to
6 from a possible 26 neighbors. As each pass is done the particles
are added to the linked list.
• Calculate fine mesh accelerations and apply to all particles in the
same fashion as PMFAST (16).
• Calculate the particle-particle forces between particles within a
fine-mesh grid cell and use the resulting acceleration to update
their velocities.
• Calculate the coarse mesh (long-range) accelerations and apply
these to all particles in the same fashion as PMFAST. As we use
FFTW (3), which only includes a 1-dimensional (slab) decompo-
sitionMPI FFT implementation, we have written a wrapper layer
that efficiently re-distributes the 3-dimensional (cubical) decom-
position data to and from slab decomposition to perform the
Fourier space convolution.
• Update the particle positions at the end of the timestep and op-
tionally checkpoint, calculate a density projection, or find halos.
There are also options to output the coarse-mesh density, bulk ve-
locity fields, and gas clumping for use in radiative-transfer sim-
ulations and to compare with observational predictions.
• If we have reached the final redshift the simulation ends, other-
wise we delete particles outside of physical volume and repeat
these steps.
The particle-particle force resolution at sub-grid distances is
achieved by including approximate direct particle-particle interactions,
as follows. An NGP (nearest grid point) force kernel is used to cal-
culate the fine mesh force. This kernel has the property that forces
amongst particles within a grid cell are zero, and thus provides the
simplest method by which to match the particle-particle forces with
the fine mesh forces.
We calculate an additional PP force during fine mesh force veloc-
ity update, which allows us to avoid loading the particle list twice and
also to thread the operation without any significant additional work.
In this routine, all of the particles within a fine mesh tile are read in via
the linked list and the appropriate force is applied depending onwhere
they exist within the fine mesh tile. As the linked list chains particles
within a coarse mesh cell, for the particle-particle interaction we pro-
ceed by constructing a set of fine-cell linked list chains for each coarse
cell. We then proceed by calculating the particle-particle force between
all particles within a fine mesh cell, limiting pairs to those exceeding
a particular softening length (usually set to a twentieth of the initial
inter-particle spacing) to prevent scattering. As this proceeds, we also
accumulate the PP force applied to each particle and then determine
the maximum force applied to a particular particle, which is then used
to constrain the length of the global timestep.
The biggest problem with this method is that it is anisotropic and
depends on the location of the fine mesh with respect to the particles.
An example are two particles on either side of a grid cell boundary.
These particles will experience the 1-grid cell separation NGP mesh
force, but if the mesh were shifted such that they were within the same
cell, they would experience a larger force. We assume that on aver-
age this balances out, and we have even tuned the NGP force kernel
to provide as unbalanced of a force as possible at grid cell distances
by running large numbers of pairwise force comparisons at different
separations and positions relative to the mesh. This effect is even more
pronounced at the initial stages of the simulation where the density is
more homogeneous, and leads to mesh artifacts appearing in the den-
sity field. In order to minimize this effect we have taken to shifting the
particle distribution relative to themesh by a small random amount, up
to 2 fine grid cells in magnitude, in each dimension, at each timestep.
This adds negligible computational overhead as it can be applied dur-
ing the particle position update and suppresses this behavior overmul-
tiple timesteps.
In the interest of speed and efficiency the halo catalogues are con-
structed on-the-fly at a pre-determined list of redshifts. We use a spher-
ical over-density (SO) halo finder based on the density distribution on
the fine mesh (11). The code first builds the fine-mesh density for
each tile. It then proceeds to find and record all local density max-
ima within the physical volume (excluding buffers) for the tile. It then
uses parabolic interpolation on the density field to determine the lo-
cation of the maximum within the cell, and records the peak position
and value. Once the list of maxima is generated they are sorted from
highest to lowest. Then each of the halo candidates is inspected inde-
pendently starting with the highest peak. The grid mass is accumu-
lated in shells surrounding the maximum until the average density of
the halo drops below a pre-defined overdensity cutoff (usually set to
178, in accordance with the top-hat collapse model). As we accumulate
mass we remove it from the mesh, so that no mass is double-counted.
This method is inappropriate for finding sub-halos as those are natu-
rally incorporated in their host halos. After this stage we do another
pass through the halo list, this time using the mass measured above
to determine the radius of the halo and finding all particles which are
within this radius. Those are then used to calculate the halo bulk veloc-
ity, internal velocity dispersion and angular momentum components,
all of which are listed in the final halo catalogues.
3 C2-RAY CODE
C2-Ray (Conservative Causal Ray-Tracing) is a grid-based ray-tracing
radiative transfer and non-equilibrium chemistry code. The method
and our algorithm were described in detail in (14). The code is explic-
itly photon-conserving in both space and time, which ensures correct
tracking of ionization fronts without loss of accuracy independent of
the spatial and time resolution, with corresponding great gains in ef-
ficiency. The code has been tested in detail against a number of exact
analytical solutions (14), as well as in direct comparison with a number
of other independent radiative transfer methods on a standardized set
of benchmark problems (5). There is also a version of the code which
is directly coupled to hydrodynamics evolution (13).
The ionizing radiation is ray-traced from every source to every grid
cell using a short characteristics method, in which the neutral column
density up to a given cell is given by interpolation of the column densi-
ties of the previous cells towards the source, in addition to the neutral
column density through the cell itself. The contribution of each source
to the local photoionization rate of a given cell is first calculated inde-
pendently, after which all contributions are added together and then
non-equilibrium chemistry solver is used to calculate the resulting ion-
ization state. Normally multiple sources contribute to a local photoion-
ization rate. Changes in the rate modify the neutral fraction and thus
the neutral column density, which in turn changes the photoionization
rates themselves (since either more or less radiation reaches the cell).
An iteration procedure is thus called for in order to converge to the
correct, self-consistent solution.
The previous version of the code has been used for simulations of
cosmic reionization and its observability (e.g. 6; 15; 7; 8; 9) and ra-
diative feedback in turbulent molecular clouds (13). While our basic
methodology remains essentially as described in (14), recently the C2-
Figure 2: (a)(left) Scaling of the CubeP3M code. Plotted are the computational resources used, (wall-clock time) ×(number of cores) vs. the problem size given
by the total number of particles, both quantities normalized to the smallest of the three runs compared. (b)(right) Scaling of the C2-Ray code. Plotted are the
computational resources used, (wall-clock time)×(number of cores) vs. the problem size, (number of sources)×(number of cells in grid), both quantities normalized
to the smallest of the three runs compared.
Ray has been thoroughly re-written in Fortran 90, made more flexible
and modular and parallelized for distributed-memory machines. In
terms of parallelization strategy, due to the causal nature of the ray-
tracing procedure (i.e. the state of each cell can be calculated only
after all previous cells towards the source are done) it is not possible
to employ domain decomposition (except for a limited one, into oc-
tants, see below), although other approaches exist which seek ways
to overcome this limitation (17; 20). Instead, the main code loop over
the sources of ionizing radiation is done in massively parallel fashion.
Each MPI node has a copy of the density field and receives a num-
ber of sources whose radiation to trace through the grid. The sources
can be distributed over the nodes either statically, or dynamically, us-
ing a master-slave approach, whereby one node distributes the work
amongst the rest. The static allocation is preferable for relatively small
number of nodes (up to ∼32), while the dynamical approach is better
for larger systems. As long as the total number of sources is signif-
icantly larger than the number of MPI nodes such parallelization is
very efficient. For the large-scale cosmological reionization problem
there are typically hundreds of thousands to millions of sources, thus
our code scales well up to tens of thousands of cores (see next section).
For problemswith a (relatively) low number of ionizing sources such a
parallelization strategy would be inefficient, but such problems are not
sufficiently computationally-intensive to require massive paralleliza-
tion and could, instead, be solved on a smaller number of nodes, or
even in serial. A similar situation occurs for the initial steps of the sim-
ulations presented below, when the cosmological structure formation
is not yet much advanced, thus only a few to tens of halos form. How-
ever, their number increases exponentially with time, quickly reaching
thousands, and then tens and hundreds of thousands. We therefore
start our simulations on a small number of cores (typically 32), and
increase this number as more sources form. Since the current version
of the code requires that a complete copy of the grid is available on
each node, it has relatively high memory-per-node requirements. E.g.
a 4323 mesh requires ∼ 6.6 GB per node to run. Therefore, Ranger,
with its large amounts of RAM available per node is a perfect platform
for high-resolution radiative transfer runs.
As mentioned above, a limited domain decomposition into octants
is possible for our method, since those are independent of each other
within the short-characteristic ray-tracing framework. We use this to
(optionally) improve the memory efficiency of the code by doing the
grid octants in parallel within each MPI node using OpenMP multi-
threading. This way each MPI node needs only one copy of the grid,
which is shared amongst the cores within the node.
4 SIMULATIONS AND SCALING
We have conducted a series of N-body structure formation simulations,
with particle numbers of 10243, 15003 , 17283 , 20483 and 30723 and
box sizes of 53 Mpc, 80 Mpc, 91 Mpc, 103 Mpc and 163 Mpc, respec-
tively1. At earlier times the physical volume will be smaller by a factor
1/(1+z). The last in this series is the largest simulation of the formation
of early cosmological structures done to date. The 15003 and 17283-
particle simulations were ran on the Dell Linux Cluster (Lonestar) at
TACC on 500 and 432 cores, respectively, while the 10243, 20483 and
30723 were ran on the newly-deployed Sun Constellation Linux Clus-
ter (Ranger) at TACC, on 256, 2048 and 2048 cores, respectively. The
latter three simulations were ran with 4 MPI processes and 4 threads
per node (using the tacc affinity script to ensure local memory affinity)
and required 4,100, 40,000 and 159,000 SUs (cores× hours).
All simulations use the same particle mass, 5 × 106M⊙. This mass
resolution allows us to resolve, with 20 particles or better, all halos with
a mass above 108M⊙. This mass roughly corresponds to a halo virial
temperature of 104 K, and thus is the minimum halo mass for the gas
in the halo to be able to cool through hydrogen atomic-line cooling
and efficiently form stars. Gas in halos smaller than that can only cool
through molecular, as well as metal-line cooling, which is less efficient
since molecules get destroyed relatively easily, while metals (elements
heavier than He) are not present in significant amounts so early in the
history of the Universe. The halos are divided further into halos with
1These box sizes denote the so-called comoving size, i.e. the physical size this
volume will have at redshift 0 (the current time).
Figure 3: Mass functions at z = 6 from the N-body simulations with box sizes
91 Mpc (blue triangles), 103 Mpc (green squares) and 163 Mpc (red circles). All
three mass functions demonstrate excellent agreement, except for the largest
halos which are subject to cosmic variance for the smaller volume simulations.
The lines show the predicted mass functions based on the well-known analytical
models of Press-Schechter ((18); dotted) and Sheth-Tormen ((21); dashed).
mass above the Jeans mass of the ionized and heated medium (roughly
above 109M⊙), which are not affected by reionization and lower-mass
halos, whose star formation is suppressed in ionized regions.
Based on the results from the N-body simulations, i.e. the halo cat-
alogues and density field (re-gridded to a coarser grid), we run our
radiative transfer reionization simulations. Our methodology for these
simulations is described in detail in (6; 15; 7). In short, all halos are
assumed to host galaxies (thus, ionizing sources), to which we as-
sign ionizing photon luminosity proportional to the halo mass, with
an efficiency fγ , giving the number of photons emitted per atom over
the lifetime of the source (here assumed to be 11.5 Myr). The sim-
ulations are denoted f100 250S 91Mpc 216, f100 250S 91Mpc 432 and
f50 250S 163Mpc 384, where the first two numbers are the values of fγ
for the high- and low-mass sources (“S” is for source suppression due
to Jeans-mass filtering, the third is the box size and the last is the radia-
tive transfer grid resolution per dimension. The first two simulations
are currently finished, while the last (and largest) is still running. All
three simulations ran on Ranger with 4 MPI processes and 4 threads
per node and took approximately 90,000, 700,000 and (to date) 500,000
SUs, respectively.
Both CubeP3M and C2-Ray are designed for weak scaling, i.e. if the
number of cores and the problem size increase proportionally to each
other, for ideal scaling the wall-clock time should remain the same,
in contrast to “strong” scaling, whereby the same problem solved on
more cores should take proportionally less wall-clock time. This weak
scaling requirement is dictated by the problems we are trying to solve
(very large and computationally-intensive) and our aims, which are to
do such large problems efficiently, rather than for the least wall-clock
time. Some scaling results are shown in Fig. 2.
For the N-body simulations we concentrate on the three Ranger
runs, so as to eliminate the complicating factor of comparing different
machines, clock speeds, etc. On the horizontal axis we show the size of
the problem (defined here as total number of particles, since all three
simulations have the same resolution), scaled to the smallest one, while
Figure 4: (top panels) Total number of sources (dashed) and number of active
sources (i.e. all sources less the suppressed ones; solid); and (bottom pan-
els) collapsed fraction in high-mass (red, solid) and low-mass sources (blue,
dashed) (insets show the same in log scale) vs. cosmic redshift for simulations
f100 250S 91Mpc (right) and f50 250S 163Mpc (right).
the vertical axis shows the resources used (SUs) for the complete sim-
ulation (evolution from redshift z = 300 to z = 6). The code scaling
from 256 to 2048 cores and 10243 to 20483 particles is excellent, within
20% of the perfect one (dashed line). We expect that this small differ-
ence is mostly due to the larger communication overhead for the larger
simulation. The largest simulation (30723 particles on 2048 cores) dif-
fers from the perfect scaling by approximately 40%, demonstrating the
strong effect of the communication and I/O overheads (since the num-
ber of cores for the 20483 and 30723 simulations is the same, the only
difference is the larger amount of data that has to be communicated
and read/written). The code performance is thus quite satisfactory and
it could be expected to scale well to even larger number of cores.
The radiative transfer problem size scales proportionally to both
the grid size and the number of sources. In this case we compare the
code performance over a single timestep, at z ∼ 12. There are 40,797,
61,840, and 123,257 ionizing sources for the cases f100 250S 91Mpc 216,
f100 250S 91Mpc 432 and f50 250S 163Mpc 384, respectively. Results
show almost perfect scaling, within ∼ 15% from the ideal one, for up
to 10,000 cores. In fact, the scaling from 2048 to 4000 cores is even
slightly better than the “perfect” one, which reflects the fact that the
fixed component of the code, is a larger fraction of the total work for a
smaller grid (here 2163 vs. 4323). On the other hand, our largest run,
on 10,000 cores, scales slightly worse, partly due to the same grid effect,
but in reverse (the grid is 3843 vs. 4323), and partly due to the higher
communication overhead in this case.
5 RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
The simulations presented here are still being analysed, but some pre-
liminary scientific results are shown in Figs. 3-5. In Fig. 3 we show the
halo mass functions at z = 6 for three of our N-body simulations. All
three mass functions are in excellent agreement with each other, except
for some (expected) scatter for the largest, rarest halos, which are sub-
ject to cosmic variance, particularly for the smaller boxes. The numeri-
Figure 5: Spatial slices of the ionized and neutral gas density from our radiative transfer simulations (a)(left) boxsize 163 Mpc at redshift z = 11.6 and (b)(right)
boxsize 91 Mpc at z = 11.9, both at ionized fraction by mass xm = 0.30. Shown are the density field (green) overlayed with the ionized fraction (red/orange/yellow)
and the cells containing sources (dark/blue). There is a good agreement between the two simulations in the typical sizes of the locally-percolated ionization bubbles.
The slice thickness is 1/h Mpc for the 64/h Mpc box and 0.3/h Mpc (1 cell) for the 114/h Mpc box. The sources are projected from thicker slices: 1/h Mpc for the
64/h Mpc box and 3.3/h Mpc for the 114/h Mpc box.
cal results are in good agreementwith the analytically-predicted Sheth-
Tormen mass function (21), but not with the Press-Schechter one (18),
which strongly under-predicts the abundances of the rare halos and
over-predicts the abundances of the low-mass ones (also see (6; 19; 12)).
In Fig. 4 we show the evolution of the total source numbers, active
source numbers and collapsed fractions (i.e. the fraction of the total
mass found in sources) for the two types of sources. The collapsed frac-
tions from the two simulations agree to within a few percent (relative)
and the halo numbers show a similar agreement (once the different
simulation volumes are taken into account). The biggest difference is
found at very early times, when only a few, rare sources have formed,
which are subject to strong cosmic variance. E.g. for the 163 Mpc box
the first halos form already at redshift z ∼ 30, while for 91 Mpc the
first sources only form at z ∼ 27, due to the 5.6 times smaller volume
which is simulated and, more subtly, due to the inevitable cutoff at
the box size of longest-wavelength density perturbation modes, which
changes the statistics and bias of the rarest halos.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we show some images of the density field and (ac-
tive) source distribution overlayed with the ionized fraction derived
from our radiative transfer simulations. These indicate the very com-
plex and evolving geometry and topology of the network of ionized
bubbles and neutral patches, which needs to be studied in detail in or-
der to make predictions for the many observational experiments aim-
ing to detect these remote epochs.
We have planned and are working on a number of improvements
of the codes and the simulations presented here. A very important de-
velopment will be to directly couple the CubeP3M and C2-Ray codes,
which will allow us to run simulations of the feedback of radiation on
the gas in the forming cosmic structures. Such feedback is particularly
important at small spatial scales and can modify significantly the form-
ing structures, with corresponding observational implications. There
are some significant issues to overcome in terms of the efficient paral-
lelization of such coupled code, due to the very different approaches
currently employed for their parallelization, discussed above.
An improvement for CubeP3Mwould be extending the accuracy of
the N-body PP force resolution to multi-grid cell distances. This would
dramatically improve the force resolution and further minimize the
force anisotropy by allowing the matching to take place at larger sepa-
rations where themagnitude of the gravitational force is weaker. While
this would slow down the calculation, it would help to improve the
code efficiency (by increasing the number of calculations while keep-
ing the same amount of communication).
We are also working on improving our halo finding procedure.
The current grid-based scheme works quite well for finding and de-
termining the properties of the larger halos (containing 40-50 particles
or more), but is somewhat less precise for the smallest halos (down to
20 particles). Our new halo finding method will be independent of the
grid and thus more reliable for identifying the smallest halos.
Finally, we also plan to run much larger N-body simulations, with
somewhat different scientific goals. The largest of our current simula-
tions, with 29 billion particles, only used ∼ 3% of the available cores
and memory on Ranger. It is entirely within the machine and code
specifications to run simulations with up to 165 billion particles (on
10,976 cores) in the near future. Even simulations with over 300 bil-
lion particles are in principle possible, provided some current technical
issues are resolved. Such extremely large structure formation simula-
tions will be of great value for galaxy survey science since it becomes
possible to simulate the whole observable Universe (∼ (3h−1Gpc)3
volume) in a single simulation with sufficient resolution to identify the
typical galaxies seen in large surveys (with luminosityL∗, roughly sim-
ilar to our Milky Way Galaxy, or less).
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